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Instructions to Authors

Revised lanuary, 1974

The American Mineralogist is established by the Mineralogical Society of America to
publish the results of original scientific research in the general fields of mineralogy, crystal-
lography, and petrology, including such areas as: descriptive mineralogy and properties of
minerals, experimental mineralogy and petrology, geochemistry, isotope mineralogy, min-
eralogical apparatus and techniques, mineral occurrences and deposits, paragenesis, petrogra-
phy and petrogenesis, and topographical mineralogy.

General Requirements

1. Manuscripts including illustrations must be submitted
in duplicate to the Editor, F. Donald Bloss, ?fte American
Mineralogist, Department of Geological Sciences, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Vir-
ginia 24061. They must be typewritten, double-spaced
(including references, figure captions, and all footnotes,
oxcept those to tables), with wide margins, on white paper
about 8/z X 11 inches in size; standard-weight paper must
be used for the first copy. Xerox or other clear photocopy
is satisfactory. Footnotes should be typed at the bottom
of the page, and should be numbered in sequence.

2. Only articles not previously published and not about
to be published, wholly or in part, in either U.S. or foreign
iournals, will be considered. Authors should submit a
statement affirming this requirement or explaining any
overlap with previous or impending publication.

3. New mineral names, before publication, must be
approved by the Commission on New Mineral Names of
the International Mineralogical Association (Fleischer,
1970). For this purpose a copy of the manuscript should
be simultaneously (or previously) sent to Dr. Michael
Fleischer, U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.
2O242. ln general, manuscripts proposing new names for
imperfectly or incompletely described minerals or new
names for mere compositional varieties cannot be accepted.
Writers naming new minerals should conform to the rules
and principles set forth in Palache, Berman, and Frondel
(1944, pp. 42-47) and Hey et aI (1961). The suggestions
of Donnay and Fleischer (1970) for the description of
new minerals are recommended.

4. For crystallographic data, the recommendations of
the Commission on Crystallographic Data, International
Union of Crystallography (Kennard, Speakman, and Don-
nay, 1967) and of the NAS-NRC Committee on Chemical
Crystallography are standard in this journal; copies are
available from the Editor of The American Mineralogist.
X-ray powder diffraction data (d or Q, not 20) may be tab-
ulated if necessary to characterize the mineral. They may be
illustrated only if essential features cannot be tabulated.
If the data are similar to some already published or listed
in the Powder Diffraction File, then a statement to that
effect is usually sufficient without republishing either a
table or a cut. Refinements to previously available powder
data can be contributed directly to the PDF without
publication.' Powder patterns should be indexed, if at all

possible, and cell parameters listed; if this is not possible,
the reasons should be stated. If the space group is known
or determined, a powder pattern whose extinctions are
inconsistent with the space group should not be published
without explanation of the inconsistent extinctions.

5. For thermal analysis data, the recommendations of a
Committee on Standardization of the International Con-
ference on Thermal Analysis (Mclfilie, 1967) are standard
for this journal; copies are available from the Editor.

6. Manuscripts that will print as 2 pages or less may
be published as Mineralogical Notes, on the same schedule
as major papers. As an aid to abstracting journals, a brief
abstract, is required.

Reprints

Authors who pay page charges will be furnished 100 free
reprints without covers, as will authors of Memorials and of
speeches at Society functions. On the form accompanying the
galley proof, the author should indicate the total number of
reprints desired, consolidating the orders from all co-authors
and including the free reprints. This form should be sent to
the Business Office of the Mineralogical Society at the same
time that proof is returned to the Editor. The MSA Busi-
ness Office will bill later; any purchase order forms re-
quired by the author's institution may be sent later to the
Business Office of The Mineralogical Society of America,
Sixth Floor, 1707 L Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036.

Page Charges

Part of the publication cost will be billed, at the rate of
$35 per published page, to the institution sponsoring the
research. A form will be sent with the galley proof,
for the author to indicate where page charges are to be
billed. A bill will not be sent if the author indicates that
his sponsoring institution is unable to pay, but the name
of the institution sponsoring the research should still be
given on the form. Payment of page charges is not a con-
dition for acceptance or for publication.

'Address Professor L. G. Berry, Editor, Powder Diffrac-
tion File, Department of Geological Sciences, Queen's Uni-
versity, Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Standard forms for re-
porting the data may be obtained from Mr. W. F. McClune,
Joint Committee on Powder Diftraction Standards, 1601
Park Lane, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania 19081.
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Title and Abstract

7. The increased application of computer systems for
information retrieval requires that both title and abstract
be as informative as po.ssible, consistent with their respective
lengths. Where feasible in the tirle, words should be sub-
stituted for chemical formulas, Greek letters, or other odd
typography.

To facilitate identification in indexing and abstracting, it
is recommended that authors spell out one of their given
names rather than precede their surnames with initials only.

8. The abstract should state concisely, in 250 words or
less, what was done and what was concluded; if possible,
it should include important numbers (e.8'., temperature
range, main X-ray lines, chemical composition). The
UNESCO guides for the preparation of scientific papers
and abstracts (American Institute of Physics, 1968) are
recommended; copies are available from the Editor.

Style

9. In general, style follows the American Institute of
Physics Style Manual, or where particularly pertinent, those
of the U.S. Geological Survey, the American Chemical
Society, the Conference of Biological Editors, or Chandly,
Barrett, and Batey (1954). The text must be written con-
cisely; a telegraphic style will be suitable for some data
presentations. It is recommended that a writer not con-
versant with English get help from an English-speaking
colleague before submitting his manuscript for considera-
tion by the American Mineralogist. Verbose or ungram-
matical manuscripts will be returned.
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10. Use consistent Systeme International (SI) units of
the Metric System, with appropriate prefixes, italicize (by
underlining in manuscript) symbols for physical quantities;
use abbreviations without periods for units unless ambig-
uous (see Table 1). Where 0, O, I, I, Greek letters, or other
typography is possibly ambiguous in the text, instruct the
printer by writing in the margin: "zero", "oh", "e1", "one",
etc. A table of special symbols available at our press may
be obtained from the Editor. Complicated subscripts and
superscripts should be avoided; parenthetical designations
can often be used, e.9., d(calc), G(Or). For expensive-to-set
"over-and-under" settings such as Fe fr+n, substitute Fe2*o 

".
Precision of measurement may be indicated as 1.782 -r

0.002, if 0.002 represents a subjective estimate of the
measurement error. Where sufficient data permit calculation
of the estimated standard deviation (esd), indicate it as
7.3012 esd 0.0002. To save space in tables, the shortened
Iorm 7.3O12(2) or 7.3012(11) respectively indicates esds
of O.p'-elr 0.0011. A footnote to the table should then
explain that "parenthesized figures represent the estimated
standard deviation (esd) in terms of least units cited for the
value to their immediate left, thus 7.34n(l) indicates an
esd of 0.0011."

For acceptable symbols and abbreviations, see Table 1.

Use of Headings

Heads.When set in type, an article is more attractive and
easier to read if it is divided into major sections which are

Tasl-n 1. Abbreviations and Symbols Commonly Used in The American Mineralogist*

| + zrig'i,naL typeduztdth= 106 elite spaces = I z/stt >

I
/  in .  =  inches**

P r e s s u r e
b a r
kbar  =  k i lobars
a tn  =  a tnospheres

T a m n a  Y r  t  r r  r a

ca l  =  ca lo r ies
kca l  =  k i loca lo r ies
K =  degrees  Ke lv in
oC =  degrees  cent ig rade

Iens  t  h
m  =  m e t e r ;  c m  =  1 0 - z n
m = 1O-3n;  pm =  t0 -6m

.  ^ - on m = r u - m
t  =  . . o " t ' ^ -

P .  =  Page or  pages
ca =  c i rca
ca lc  =  ca lcu la ted

lt'ls_ilel Q!e!!*rgc

Volume
m l  =  m i l l i l i t e r s

time
sec  =  seconds
n . y '  =  n i l l i o n  y e a r s * *

f requency  (o r  v )

g  =  gran ;  kg  =  k i lograms
p8 =  mlc rogran
p =  dens i ty
ppm = par ts  per  n i l l i on
p H
sp gr  =  spec i f i c  g rav i ty

9!S9_{._4Ut r_eEq!r-e!q

e t  a 1  =  e t  a l i i  =  a n d

o  l h e r s

e t c  =  a n d  o t h e r  t h i n g s

In tens  i t y

! /L  =  re la t i ve  in tens i ty

d  =  in te rp lanar  spac ing

hk l  =  d i f f rac t ion  index
(hk1)  =  Mi l le r  index
{ n k l 1  =  l o r t
[uw]  =  l ine  or  zone

{  [ u w ] i  =  s e t  o f  s y m n e t r y
e q u i v a l e n t  l i n e s

MoEol  =  rad ia t ion  type

un i t  ce l l
a ,  b ,  c  = l l d g e - I e n g t h s

a . b . c = v e c t o r s t
q , B , y = a n g l e s

1 . e .  -  E h a t  i s
e . B .  =  f o r  e x a m p l e

I
re f r .  ind .  =  re f rac t i ve  /

i n d i c e s ,  o r :

! , e , o r d r B r y

pr inc ipa l  v ib ra t ions  3
E ,  O ;  o r  g ,  o r

L , ! ,2 ;  o r .q^ ,  g ,  f .

op t ic  ax ia f  ang le :
2 Y .  2 V  .  o r  2 V- x '  - z

I > I = d i s p e r s i o n

e x t i n c t i o n  a n g l e :
Z  c  o t  Z i c

perpend icu la r  to  =  -L

para11e1 to  =  l l  
\

I

meas = measureq
obs =  observed
vs  =  versus

I

*The tabLe tit le shouLd be tgped and shouLd be the onTg Mterial above the tab)-e itseLf. other explanatorg
infor@tion can be pl,aced as a footnote at the concTusion of the tabLe, as done here. Instead of using
Tet te rs  o t  A tab ic  nunera- ls ,  ind ica te  foo tno tes  bg  sgnboTs sucb as  * ,  * * ,  * * * ,  f ,  1 i .

fn this tabLe the underlined portions of words indicate theit standard abbreviations. However, the
use of un<lerlining in gour manusctipt jrstructs the printer to set the underlined materia)- in itafics.
Fortunatel-|. the abbreviations underfined above are customariTq set in itafics.

**A period js used onLg after an abbreviation which, bg itseTf, represents a compfete word.
l?he wavg underlining ca7ls fox use of boJ-d. face tgpe and. is custawriTg used fot vector quantit ies.
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distinguished by first order headings. These first order heads
should show the basic organization of the paper, and might
be, for example: Introduction; Previous Work; Methods:
Results; Discussion; Conclusions and Implications; Acknowl-
edgnents; References. For a mineral-centered article they
might be: Introduction; Occurrence and Associations; X-
ray Crystallography; Chemical Composition; Physical and
Optical Properties; Thermal Study; Discussion; Conclusions;
Acknowledgments; Ref erencesi

Subheads, or Second Order Heads. A major section of a
paper may itself be divided into subsections, each dis-
tinguished by a subhead. For example, if some of the pre-
viously cited major sections in the paper on a mineral seem
too brief, they may be grouped together as second order
heads under a single first order head. Thus, under the
first order head Rezults, there might be grouped the sub-
heads: X-ray Crystallography; Chemical Composition;
Physical and Optical Properties. The previous heading,
"Use of Headings" represents style of a second order head.

Third Order Heads. The three paragraphs of this sub-
section on heads begin with "third order heads," which may
be used when a further subdivision is needed. If, in the
previous example, two or more minerals are being studied,
under the second order heads, e.g. Physical and Optical
Properties, the specific mineral names might be used as
third order heads.

Tables

11. Tables should be submitted as camera-ready copy,
which can be photographed and included in your article
without being set in type. To avoid undue delays or the
necessity of retyping, use an electric typewriter with a
carbon ribbon, and type each table on a separate sheet of
white paper. We recommend an IBM Selectric typewriter
equipped with a Prestige Elite 72 (IBM 012) or an Ad-
jutant (IBM 030) ball. Footnotes to the table may be
typed with a Courier Italic ball; they should be single
spaced and their first line should be indented. White cor-
rection fluid as well as light blue guide lines, which will
not photograph, are permissible. The camera-ready set of
tables (in its own separate envelope) should be accom-
panied by two xerox (or other type) copies for use by
reviewers. Assuming a typewriter with elite type-or any
other 72 pitch typewriter which types 12 characters per
inch-table widths should be approximately (A) 5 to 51/z
inches or -60-70 characters wide (for redtrction to a
single column); (B) 10 to l lVz inches or 120-140 char-
acters wide (for reduction to a double column); or (C)
-15 inches or -180 characters wide (for a broadside or
sideways table). We are aiming for a photoreduction to zo
less than 65 percent of the typed original's size. Maximum
lengths, including all footnotes, should be 15 inches for (A)
and (B), which generally equals 90 single-spaced type-
written lines. Tables of type (C), which are broadside or
side-turn tables, must be no less than 10 and no more than
12-13 inches long.

Number the tables consecutively with Arabic numerals.
About 3 mm above the column heads, use a smoothly
writing black ball-point pen to rule a double horizontal

line,z the spacing between these two lines being about 2
mm. Immediately below the double line, type the individual
column headings, capitalizing only the first letter of their
first word. Draw a single horizontal line to separate the
column heads from the data to follow below them.' The
material in the body of the table should be single-spaced,
or, if the presence of subscripts or superscripts prevents
this, it may be double spaced (or 71y'2 spaced if your type-
writer has a 1/z space ratchet). After every four or five
lines of data within the single-spaced body of the table-or
as the material demands to block together like with like-
skip a line, to aid the eye to follow horizontally along a
given line. Below the final data in the table draw a single
horizontal line2 to signify termination of the table. If the
table continues onto a following page or column, reserve
this line so as to draw it only below the last line of data.
Below this final line of the table, type (single-spaced) all
footnotes and general references; do not include such ma-
terial in the table's title. For a lengthy table running several
pages, the footnotes might better appear below the point
where called for (or at the bottom of the first page of
typing) rather than at the very end of the table. A con-
cluding horizontal line should appear below the last foot-
note.

Al1 titles for tables should be listed on a separate sheet,
double-spaced (as are figure captions), to facilitate type-
setting.

See the following pages of The American Minerologist,
Volume 5E, for examples of tables to guide authors; (1) in-
teratomic distances and bond angles, Table 7, page 419;
(2) thermal ellipsoid data, Table 3, page 415; (3) struc-
ture factors, Table 2, page 474, this table being capable of
accommodating two additional columns of data; (4) X-ray
powder data, Table 1, page 718. Note the judicious use of
single and double spacing to block data together and guide
the eye in these tables and on pages 610, 616, 643,644.

12. An extensive table which prints to more than one
page and is likely to interest only a few readers (e.9.,
individual hydrothermal runs, observed and calculated
structure amplitudes, multiple chemical analyses) should
be separated from the publishable manuscript and marked
for deposit in the National Auxiliary Publications Service
of the American Society for Information Science. Material
should be on labeled sheets that will be readable when
reduced to 8/z X 11 in. The material is deposited by the
Editor and is then directly available to any reader as
photocopy or microfiche, at a nominal fee. The author
will be given 8 copies of the microfiche of the deposited
material. Such tables may (but need not be) numbered,
and must be referred to in the manuscript by a footnote
such as the following:
To obtain a copy of this material, order NAPS Document
00000 from ASIS, c/o Microfiche Publications, Division of
Microfiche Systems Corporation, 305 East 46th Street, New

'To facilitate the drawing of inked lines parallel to the
lines of typing, the typist should type an underscore OUT-
SIDE the Table's left and right boundaries at the levels
where these horizontal lines are to be drawn. A straight-
edge joining these beyond-camera marks will then locate
the lines correctly.



York, N. Y. 10017. Please remit in advance $1.50 for
microfiche or $5.00 for photocopies up to 30 pages, 15y'
for each additional page. Please check the most recent issue
of this journal for the current address and prices.

Illustrations

13. The principal criterion for accepting illustrations
is the amount of important information they convey. The
following types of illustrations can often be replaced by
a short sentence in the text: location map, photograph of
a massive mineral or a simply bedded outcrop, graph of
a linear calibration, routine X-ray diffraction or differential
thermal analysis results, previously published illustrations.
On the other hand, a single line drawing can often be
substituted for an extensive table.
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14. Drawings and photographs will generally be repro-
duced at (A) 3 r/6" wide, (B) 6 l/3" wide, (C) 8 l/2"
wide. For type (C), which are broadside or side-turn figures,
the reproduced length should be between 5 1/2 to 6 l/2
inches. Figures of types (A) and (B) may be up to 8 1/2"
Iong, including their captions. The originals of these draw-
ings and photographs may be retained by the author
until he is notified by the Editor that his manuscript has
been accepted. Two sets of xerox or other type copies of
the illustrations and figures should be included with each
manuscript submitted.

When the manuscript is accepted, the illustrations (either
originals or clear glossy prints at approximately lVz X sizes
A, B, or C) should be sent to the Editor's Office.

15. Lines less than 0.1 mm when reduced to published
size, or lines that are not black enough, may be lost in

TAsLn 2. Standard Abbreviations for Common Title Words of Periodicals*

Conm isslon
Cornnun ication
C omptes R endus
Conf erence
Congr ess
Contr ib ut ions
Crystal log!  aphy

lgp artnent
Dtsch -  Deutsche
Dokl ady
Ecol  ogy
Econ onic
Electr  ical
Electron ic
Eng ineer lng

!59 eri.nental
Fed eral
Forsch ungen
Fortschr i t te
Geochem ist ry
Geogr aphy
Geol  ogy
Geophys ical
Inorg anlc
Inst  i tute
Instrun ent

Inc ernat ional ,
InvesE J-gat lons
J ournal  (Zh urnal)
Jahrb uch
Kr ista l logr af ia
I  ^ L  ^ * - + ^ - . .

Lect  ures
Magn eEic
Mater ia ls
Meet ing
Mem olrs
Mineral  ogy
Miner als
Min ing
Mlt t  e i lungen
Mod ern
Mo1 ecular
Monatsch ef te
NAS-NRC = Natlonal Acaderny--EEiences 

- National
Research Counci l

Nat l  = Nat ional
Nauk ovi
Pap er
Petrogr aphy
Pet ro leum

Pe t ro l  ogy
Phvs ical
P1anet ary
Proc eedingo
Prof ,  essional

!g9g ress
Publ  icat ions
Publ  isher
g uartcr ly
Rep ort
Res earch
Rev iew
Sb ornik (Zb i rn ik)
Schweiz er ische
Sci .  ence
q a / l i h o n f . r v

- * _ J

Soc ie ty
Spect rochem is t ry
Stand ards
Surv  ey

Tech n ica l
Techno l  ogy
Trans  acE ions
Z  e i E s c h r i f t

Zer r t raLb l  a tE
Zh urna l

P a c i f i c
perc  enc
Rad io
S o i l
sPace group

X-ray
Year  Book

Words Not Abbreviated

Earth
tr'luorine
hour
In i  t ia l
Inter ior
Kemi
Mass

MeEhods
Mines
Mi  tqe l
mole

Nat ion
Neue,  Neues
Nlppon
Nord

* rn this tabfe the underl-ined portions of words indicate their standard abbreviations. I lowever, the use
of undetiining in gour manusctipt instructs the printer to set the underTined rnateriaT in italics.
For tunate fg '  the  abbrev ia t ions  underL ined above are  cus tomar iTg  se t  in  i taL ics .

These abbteviations shoul-d end with periods.
For  words  no t  f i s ted ,  check  Access  or ,  when in  doubt ,  spe l l  ou t  the  en t i re  word  in  the  L is t  o f

References Xo gour papet.

t In general, wotds with the same toot have the same abbreviation. Refated words in other Tanquaqes
usuaL.Tg have s imi fa r  abbrev ia t ions ,  e .B .  ,  Acadeng,  Akademie .

| + a r t g i n a L t g p e d u i d t h = 1 . 0 1 e 1 . i t e s p a c e s = 8 1 / 2 i l + |

Abstr  act
Acad  emy  (Akad . ,  Accad . ) t
Adv ances
Aeronaut lca1
Am erican
AnaI ytical
Ann a1s
Annu a1
Appl  led
Arch tves (Ark lv)
Assoc iat lon
AsLronaut ical
At onlc
Aust  raLia
Bei t r  age
Ber lchte
Bibllogr aphy
Br i ta in,  or  G reaE

B r i ta in
Bu l1  e t i n  ( 8oL . ,  Bo11 . )
Bur eau
Can adian
chen ist ry (chirn.)
Clrc u lar
Col lect  ion
Colloq uiurn

Any sl-ngle-word title
Acta
Arkansas
Ar r i
Austr ia
Rrazil
Clay or  Clays
uorrol -d
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reproduction. Shading reproduces badly; use stippling or
cross hatching. Graph paper does not look well when re-
printed: draft graphs with either no grid or a very open grid.
Figures combining line cuts and half-tone reproductions of
photographs are expensive to reproduce. On photomicro-
graphs use a bar scale on the photograph (not outside of
it), instead of a magnification factor in the legend.

16. Do not insert illustrations in the text. All illustrations
are figures. Individual parts may be grouped as one figure
having a single legend, providing they do not extend beyond
one page. Letter parts of the figure, neatly for reproduction,
in the corner of (rather than below) each part. All captions
for figures should be typed double-spaced on a separate
sheet, numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals, in-
cluding a general legend for any group figures.

References

17. References should be cited in the text as: (Penfield,
1900), Towers and Chipman (1957), (Bowen et aI, 1933);
they should not be listed by number. Only references men-
tioned in the text (or tables or figures) should be listed.

18. References should be arranged alphabetically by the
last name of the senior author and placed at the end of
the paper, as in reference list below. Place the names
of authors after the senior author in normal order (first
name first). For ease in typesetting, the list of references
should be double-spaced. Abbreviations generally follow
those published in Access and its supplements (Chemical
Abstracts), When you are unsure of an abbreviation, please
spell out the full title word. See Table 2 for abbreviations
of title words of journals frequently cited in The American
Mineralogist.

19. References to unpublished material (manuscripts,
reports, computer programs, personal communications, and
the like) should be made in the text or acknowledgments
section parenthetically or by footnote (see example below)
rather than in the list of references. Specify the source
person sufficiently so that he can be identified, for instance
by his institution.

A report qualifies as published, and may be included
in the list of references, if it is generally available to the
world public. Reports from U. S. Government or Govern-
ment-sponsored research are most generally available
through the U. S. Department of Commerce National
Technical Information Service, and such a report should
be referred to by the NfiS document number ("AD,"
"P8," etc), as in Busing et al (1962) in Appendix.

20. Manuscripts accepted for publication, but which have
not yet appeared in print, may be included in the list of
references. Those wbich have been submitted but not yet
accepted, and those which are under review or in the
process of revision, should nor be listed, but may be cited
in the text, as: Brown and Gibbs (in preparation).

21. Reference to a presentation at a meeting should be
to the published abstract, and should be identified as such
just after the title of the paper. See Louisnathan and Gibbs
(1971) in Appendix.

22. Translations, whether individual or from a cover-
to-cover translation journal, should be listed by the original
source, followed by the translated source in brackets. See
Urusov (1967) in Appendix.
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Journals:

GngNvoro, F., eNo H. HenelosrN (1952) On the phase
relations of synthetic and natural pyrrhotites (Fer-,S).
Acta Chem. Scand. 6. 1452-1469.

PrNrrnto, S. L. (1900) On graftonite, a new mineral from
Grafton, New Hampshire, and its intergrowth with tri-
phyl i te. Am. I.  Sci.  9,2O-32.

Rosrp, R. A. (1966) Thermodynamic properties of min-
erals. Geol. Soc. Am. Mem.97r 43745E.

Towens, H., euo J. CnrpulN (1957) Diffusion of calciurn
and silicon in a lime-alumina-silica slag. Trans. AIME,
209, 769-773.

Translated Articles:
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